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Hello Spartacus—You are predominately a Warrior!
You also possess aspects of the King/Queen, Lover, and Magician personalities and
your complete personality profile can be described as 46.2% Warrior, 30.8%
King/Queen, 15.4% Lover, and 7.7% Magician.*

A force of nature, Warriors have the power and confidence to conquer
any task

STRENGTHS
z Confident
z Focused
z Independent

WEAKNESSES
z Harsh

Wondering about other
KWML personalities?
Click the images below to
discover more personalities!

Confident, competitive, and analytical, you are a fierce and steady
protector of your friends, family, and all things you hold dear. You're
extremely ambitious, targeted, and determined—almost to a fault of
being self-centered—and are an undeniable force of industriousness.
While you're logical, orderly, and respect the rules like the King and
Queen, you're much more assertive and always ready to dive into
action or conflict. Because you prefer to be somewhat isolated, you
tend to have few very good friends, but these friends definitely count on
you whenever there's a task to be done with precision.

z Impulsive
z Insensitive

WARRIOR NOTABLES
Russell Crowe, Gwen
Stefani, Dick Cheney,
Margaret Thatcher,
Madonna, Demi Moore,
Rob Zombie, Carl Lewis,
Pink, Venus Williams,
Donald Rumsfeld, Oprah,
Teddy Roosevelt, Jack
Welch, Justin
Timberlake, Jennifer
Lopez, Hugh Hefner,
Miranda (Sex and the
City)
DIVE IN
Want to discover your
partner's KWML
personality?
Send your partner this
test now!

Read Dr. Paul's latest
book, The Secret
Psychology of How
We Fall in Love, to
discover a 9-step
program for
understanding the
dating brain and
finding lasting love!

Location on the
cognitive-emotional
spectrum
Located in the lower left
quadrant of this
spectrum, your
personality reflects your
strong emotional sense
of confidence. Your style
of thinking tends to be
more left-brained—
logical, sequential,
rational, and objective.

Attractions
Located on the other end of the spectrum, your perfect opposite is a
nurturing and creative Lover.
Quick read
To find out if someone is a Lover, get their attention by speaking softly
and touching them lightly, perhaps on the shoulder. Then say "I can tell
you have a lot of feelings and stories to share. Can you tell me one?" If
they light up and respond to your emotional sensitivity, you have found
a Lover. You've also given that person exactly the positive emotional
energy they need.
Advice
"Give up the battle to win the war:" Dare to be occasionally weak to be
seen as "real" to others and find that enemies can become friends if
you let them have a bit of the power.

* Percentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding.
Email this test to a friend
Learn more about yourself and your relationships by visiting drpauldobransky.com.
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